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a b s t r a c t

The present study is aimed to explore the potential to improve Vertical Axis Tidal Turbine (VATT) energy
harnessing efficiency by using modified blades with fixed and oscillating flap. The fixed flap concept is
borrowed from its application in aerodynamics area for reaching a high lift force at low flying speed.
Oscillating flap is motivated by our relevant biomimetic studies on the flapping wing propulsion or
energy extraction. Present investigation is concentrated on a VATT with NACA 0018 profile blade as its
baseline turbine. Numerical simulations are carried out by solving incompressible Unsteady Navier
eStokes equations at turbulence flow condition. Computed results show that under certain optimal
flap geometry and flow conditions, turbine power coefficient reaches 28% enhancement as compared to
the conventional blade turbine. Detailed analysis on the flow structure demonstrates that this is related
to the effective flow separation suppression and vortex control by applying a fixed and oscillating flap.

� 2012 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

In recent decades, the huge increase in global demand for
energy by the technology and industry boom has brought renew-
able energy back to the top of the world’s agenda. Among various
ocean renewable energies, tidal energy has its distinct superiorities
over other types of ocean energy. It has much less sensitivity to the
climate change and is predictable in both space and time domains.
Tidal turbine is gradually becoming one of the most efficient
devices which transform tidal energy into mechanical power [1].

Present study is focused on an H-shaped lift force driven Vertical
Axis Tidal Turbine (VATT). In comparison with the horizontal axis
turbine and drag force driven turbine, H-shaped turbine has many
advantages, such as its simple blade design, its ability to function
from all current flow directions and it’s non-sensitivity to water
depth. Nonetheless, the efficiency of existing H-shaped VATT is still
relative low as compared to the horizontal axis turbine. It thus
exists the necessity and huge potential benefits in carrying out
further research in order to enhance VATT efficiency via various
mechanical and control methods [2,3].

There are many factors which influence VATT energy conversion
efficiency. Assessing from the fluid analysis perspective, dynamic
stall is one of the key factors that debilitates the devices efficiency.
Stall occurs due to flow separation when turbine blade rotates to
a position at large angle of attack. Once that happens, the blade lift
All rights reserved.
force is adversely affected and drops significantly, leading to the
overall reduced energy extraction efficiency. This is obviously very
undesirable for the lift force driven VATT which is topic of the
stated research. In aerodynamics applications, to delay the aero-
wing stall by eliminating or delaying the flow separation, various
flow control approaches have been explored. Modifying a full
aircraft wing with a slot and a fixed flap near aft wing, as depicted
in Fig. 1(b), is found to be one of the most effective techniques to
control the air flow across the wing attaching to the wing surface
[4e11].

The idea of using a fixed flap with slot for aerodynamics flow
control was initially developed by Page [4] and Glauert [5] in the
1920s, aiming to achieve a large lift force for a wing at a relatively
low flying speed. Weyl [6] also contributed significantly to the
development of split flap during 1915e1920. In 1927, Fowler flap
was invented by Fowler [7] and subsequently tested in NASA
wind-tunnel [8]. Experimental measurements proved that with the
use of Fowler flap, the wing maximum lift coefficient increases to
3.17 [9]. Since then, various other types of flaps have been devel-
oped such as plain flap, junkers flap, gouge flap etc. [10,11].
Recently, the slotted aero-wing with flap has been widely adopted
in the aircraft design by several famous aircraft companies such as
Boeing, Airbus and Douglas to improve the aircraft taking off
performance when a high lift is desired. Apart from the single slot
technique, multiple slots method is also used by the modern
aircraft designers in order to boost the benefits of slot.

For a VATT, the blade angle of attack usually varies over a wide
range when the blade rotates around a rotor, thus large angle of
attack and flow separation are inevitable for the traditional turbine
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Nomenclature

c Blade chord (m)
Cl Lift coefficient
Cm Moment coefficient
Cp Power coefficient
D Turbine diameter (m)
L Slot location (m)
Lif Lift force (N)
M Moment (N m)
n Frequency ratio
P Power (W)
Pre Pressure (Pa)

R Turbine radius (m)
Tflap Oscillating flap revolution (s)
Tturb Turbine revolution (s)
U Velocity of incoming flow (m/s)
w Slot width (m)
b Flap angle (deg)
b0 Oscillating amplitude (deg)
g Slot angle (deg)
q Turbine azimuthal angle (deg)
l Turbine blade tip speed ratio
r fluid density (kg/m3)
u Turbine angular velocity (rad/s)
uf Oscillating flap angular velocity (rad/s)
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constituting of full blades, as shown in Fig. 1(a). The concept of
slotted blade with flap, which enjoys considerable success in the
aerodynamics field, is an ideal solution for thementioned issues. By
adding a slot near the trailing edge of turbine blade, small amount
of water stream is forced to pass through the slot from high pres-
sure region to low pressure region. The large momentum associ-
ated with the high pressure stream imparts its energy into the
boundary layer near the upper surface of blade, resulting in the
developed boundary layer on the base blade breakdown and
forming a new boundary layer on the flap part. Such method is
believed to reduce the near boundary turbulence intensity effec-
tively and delay the boundary layer detachment in the vicinity of
blade trailing edge, and consequently reducing blade lift force
losses and improving turbine efficiency.

Inspired by the vortex control mechanism, utilized by some
aero-/aqua- animals to improve their propulsion performance via
their fins or tails flapping motion [12,13], slotted blade with oscil-
lating flap is developed and investigated in the present study. The
oscillating flap is designed to move periodically around a pitching
axis as shown in Fig. 1(c). Distinctive from a fixed flap, the use of an
oscillating flap not only controls the near boundary layer fluid flow,
but also regulates the vortex interaction in the wake between each
Fig. 1. Three different blades in present study (a) Full blade; (b) Slotted blade with
fixed flap; (c) Slotted blade with oscillating flap.
blade. For multiple-blade turbine as studied in this paper, the flow
analysis focusing on the blade wake vortex interference is therefore
crucial for enhancing the overall turbine performance.

In this paper, a numerical investigation is carried out with the
main objective to explore the potential for enhancing VATT energy
extraction efficiency by using fixed and oscillating flap blade. As far
as the authors are aware of, applying oscillating flap concept on
VATT as a flow control tool is generally a new area of development,
and no substantial research has been conducted as of yet.
2. Numerical method

2.1. Description of problem

The simulated turbine model, plotted in Fig. 2, is based on a real
marine current turbine, currently operates at WANXIANG II station
in China [14]. Detailed geometry parameters and operating condi-
tions are summarized in Table 1. To simplify the problem, the blade
is assumed to be infinitely long in span-wise direction, and there-
fore the two-dimensional modeling is conducted. The Reynolds
number is defined as Re ¼ Ruc/n, where R is the radius of turbine, c
is the chord length, u is the rotational angular speed and n is the
viscosity. The Reynolds number used in the present simulation is
set as 4.7 � 105 which is identical to real operating conditions. The
turbine azimuthal angle (q) is defined as the angle which sweeps
from the positive X-axis to the line connecting origin to the blade
mass center as shown in Fig. 2.

Three different types of turbine blades are investigated as
shown in Fig. 1(a) to (c) for the full blade, slotted blade with a fixed
Fig. 2. Schematic diagram of flow configuration.



Table 1
Operating conditions ofWANXIANG II power station (FromCastelli et al. (2011) [15]).

Blade profile NACA 0018

Rotor diameter 2.5 m
Number of blades 3
Blade length 5 m
Blade chord 0.3 m
Solidity 0.72 m
Rated power 40 KW
Stream speed 1.6 m/s
Rotational speed 1.2672 rad/s
Reynolds number 4.7 � 105
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flap and slotted blade with an oscillating flap. For a fixed flap blade,
a slot is cut at a distance L away from blade leading edge with a slot
angle of g� and a slot width ofw. The slot divides the full blade into
two parts, i.e. main blade part and flap blade part. The angle
between the flap center line and themain part center line is defined
as flap angle b. For an oscillating flap, the flap rotates with its axis at
the center of gap between main and flap parts with the following
specified motion equation as

uf ¼ b0sin
�
nut þ p

2

�
(1)

where b0 represents the amplitude of flap and uf is the rotational
angular velocity of oscillating flap. To quantify the oscillating
flapping motion relative to the turbine rotational motion, one
parameter ‘n’ is introduced, which is defined as below

n ¼ Tturb=Tflap (2)

where Tturb and Tflap are revolution of turbine and oscillating flap,
respectively.
Fig. 3. Computational domain
2.2. Computational methodology

The present simulation is based on solving Unsteady Reynolds-
averaged NaviereStokes equations (URANS) by using the
commercial CFD package FLUENT 12.1. The governing equations for
unsteady incompressible flow associated with mass and moment
conservation are as follows

r
v v!
vt

¼ F
!� V$pþ mV2 v! (3)

and

V$ v! ¼ 0 (4)

where r is the density of fluid, v! is the vector of velocity, t is the
instantaneous time, F

!
is the body force on the fluid, p is the

pressure and m is the dynamic viscosity.
The modeling is assumed to be two-dimensional within an

isothermal fluid domain. Second order finite volume solver is
adopted along with the SIMPLEC algorithm for pressure-velocity
coupling. To model the turbulence, various turbulence models are
tested and the results indicate that the realizable keε turbulent
model is the most accurate model for the present problem (shown
later). To well capture the near wall boundary layer while using
reasonable mesh points, the standard wall function is used along
with keε turbulent model. The detailed turbulent model is gov-
erned by the following two equations as

v

vt
ðrkÞþ v

vxi
ðrkuiÞ ¼

v

vxi

"�
mþ mt

sk

�
vk
vxj

#
þGkþGb� r

ε
ε�YM þ Sk

(5)

and
and mesh distribution.
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Fig. 4. Schematic diagram for unsteady time marching.

Fig. 5. Time-averaged power coefficient variation with tip speed ratio (Comparison
with Castelli et al. (2011) [15]).
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k
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where k is the turbulent kinetic energy and ε is the dissipation rate
of kinetic energy. Gk is the generation of turbulent kinetic energy
due to the mean velocity gradients; Gb is the generation of turbu-
lent kinetic energy due to the buoyancy; YM is the contribution of
the fluctuating dilatation in compressible turbulence to the overall
dissipation rate; S is the source and s is the Prandtl number.

The computational domain and mesh is shown in Fig. 3. The
turbine is set 9D (turbine diameter) away from the inlet boundary
and 20D away from the outlet boundary. An uniform constant
velocity in x direction is applied as the incoming flow for inlet
boundary condition as u ¼ UN, v ¼ 0 and vp/vx ¼ 0. Pressure outlet
with vp/vn ¼ 0 is adopted for the outlet boundary. For ease of mesh
generation and also due to the dynamic mesh method imbedded in
FLUENT is adopted for handling the oscillating motion of blade flap,
an unstructured grid is constructed within the entire computa-
tional domain, while a structured grid is used in the near wall
boundary layer around the blade.

The unsteady solution loop within one unsteady time-step is
shown in Fig. 4. As shown, the macro CG motion along with User
Defined Function (UDF) are adopted to control the sliding mesh for
turbine rotor and oscillating flap motion. To maintain the mesh
twist at a low level, the spring smoothing and re-meshing function
is used. The overall flow field problem is solved based on the
inertial frame. The instantaneous force and moment of all blades
are calculated using UDF and saved at regular time intervals.

2.3. Key parameters

Several key parameters which quantify the turbine performance
include the power coefficient Cp, the blade moment coefficient Cm,
the blade tip speed ratio l and the blade lift coefficient CL. Detailed
definitions are described below.
Table 2
Main geometry and flow conditions for Darrieus wind turbine (From Castelli et al.,
2011 [15]).

Blade profile NACA 0021

Rotor diameter 1.03 m
Number of blades 3
Blade length 1.4564 m
Blade chord 0.0858 m
Solidity 0.5 m
Stream speed 9 m/s
Reynolds number 7.5 � 105
The power coefficient Cp is determined by

Cp ¼ P
1
2
rU3D

(7)

and

P ¼
X
i

Mi$u (8)

where P is the power generated by turbine defined in Equation (8),
u is the turbine angular velocity, M is the blade moment relative to
the turbine center, r is the fluid density, U is the velocity of the
incoming flow and D is the turbine diameter.

The blade moment coefficient Cm is defined as

Cm ¼ M
1
2
rU2D2

(9)

and the pressure coefficient is determined by

Pressure coefficient ¼ Pre
1
2
rU2

(10)

where Pre is the total pressure on the blade.
The turbine blade tip speed ratio is defined by
Fig. 6. Time-averaged power coefficient variation with tip speed ratio (Comparison
with Sun et al. (2009) [14]).



Table 3
Mesh dependence test (Error is relative to experimental Cp of 0.442).

Mesh density First grid
point near wall

Number of cells
in the domain

Cp Error Running
time

Coarse 0.03 112,626 0.314 28.9% 4 h
Medium 0.01 383,511 0.427 3.4% 10 h
Fine 0.005 785,056 0.446 �0.9% 36 h

Table 4
Unsteady time-step size and turbulent model test (error is relative to experimental
Cp of 0.442).

Turbulent model Time-step Cp Error Running time

Reynolds stress (5 eqn) 0.5�/step 0.411 7.0% 12 h
SST keu 0.5�/step 0.329 25.6% 12 h
Realizable keε 0.5�/step 0.427 3.4% 12 h
Realizable keε 0.2�/step 0.446 �0.9% 36 h
Realizable keε 0.1�/step 0.454 �2.7% 84 h

Table 5
Comparison of key performance parameters for three different turbines (l ¼ 1.572;
slotted parameters: g ¼ 30� , w ¼ 0.03c and L ¼ 0.7c; oscillating flap amplitude:
b0 ¼ 30�).

Time-mean
Cp

Max.
Cm

Max. Cl Separation
point

Full blade 0.222 0.153 0.181 0.7c
Slotted blade with fixed flap 0.421 0.293 0.445 0.967c
Slotted blade with oscillating flap 0.514 0.380 0.580 0.950c
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l ¼ uR
U

(11)

where R is turbine radius.
The blade lift coefficient is defined as

Cl ¼
Lif

1
2
rU2c

(12)

where Lif is the lift force.
3. Results and discussions

3.1. Model validation

The computational methodology developed in present study is
verified against a Darrieus wind turbine and a passive pitch control
VATTwhere either the numerical or experimental data are available
[14,15].

The main geometry and flow conditions for Darrieus wind
turbine is summarized in Table 2. The comparison of present
computed time-mean power coefficient against tip speed ratio (l)
with Castelli et al. [15] simulation results are shown in Fig. 5. It can
be seen that the predicted power coefficient agrees well with
Castell et al’s results for tip speed ratio between 1.8 and 2.2.
However, some discrepancies appear between two results for l

larger than 2.4 or less than 1.8. This could be due to the occurrence
of strong flow separation at large speed ratios and thus the simu-
lation becomes more sensitive to the computational mesh and
turbulence model adopted. For l< 1.8, the different mesh structure
near the blade wall in two studies might be the cause of such
disagreement, where the unstructured mesh is used in Castelli et al
with the relative coarse grid points while a fine structured mesh is
adopted in the present investigation.

Flow of a passive pitch control VATT (Sun et al. [14]) is also
simulated as second validation case. The main reason to select such
Fig. 7. Instantaneous blade moment coefficient variation with instantaneous time
(grid dependence test).
a relatively complicated case as a part of our validation is due to the
available experimental data. In addition, the present research is
focused on a VATT with an active controlled oscillating flap blade,
and this is further expected to extend to our near future study on
a passive controlled flap. Successful validation on our developed
model with Sun et al.’s case will benefit for our future study. Fig. 6
shows the time-averaged power coefficient variationwith tip speed
ratio for present simulation and the experimental data from Sun
et al. [14]. A high level of good agreement between the present two-
dimensional simulation results and their experimental data, based
on the blade aspect ratio of 6.0, is clearly seen from Fig. 6 indicating
the accuracy of present numerical methods. The spikes that are
presented in the experimental data between l ¼ 0.8 and 1.3 are
attributed to unavoidable measuring errors.

Apart from above two validations, the unsteady time-step, mesh
independence and turbulence model testing are performed before
the detailed investigation. Grid dependence test is carried out for
a full blade turbine at a time-step of 0.5deg/step with two equation
Realizable keε turbulence model at l ¼ 0.99. The time-mean power
coefficients are compared in Table 3 along with detailed mesh
information. Fig. 7 compares the instantaneous blade moment
coefficient (Cm) for three sets of grids. Based on these comparisons,
there is no significant difference between the medium and fine
grid, and therefore for simplicity purposes, all simulations below
are computed by medium grid.
Fig. 8. Comparison of instantaneous blade moment coefficient against time for three
different blade turbines (l ¼ 1.572). For slotted blade, g ¼ 30� , w ¼ 0.03c and L ¼ 0.7c;
For oscillating blade, b0 ¼ 30� .



Fig. 9. Comparison of instantaneous blade lift coefficient against time for three
different blade turbines (l ¼ 1.572). For slotted blade, g ¼ 30� , w ¼ 0.03c and L ¼ 0.7c;
For oscillating blade, b0 ¼ 30� .
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The effect of turbulence modeling and unsteady time-step on
the computed results are performed for an oscillating flap blade
turbine at g ¼ 30�; w ¼ 0.03c; L ¼ 0.7c; b0 ¼ 15� and n ¼ 1.5.
Predicted time-mean Cp is listed in Table 4. As can be seen from this
Fig. 10. Comparison of vortex contour at instantaneous time of t/Tturb ¼ 5/12 for three
different blades with l ¼ 1.572 (a) full blade; (b) fixed flap blade g ¼ 30�; w ¼ 0.03c;
L ¼ 0.7c; (c) oscillating flap blade g ¼ 30�; w ¼ 0.03c; L ¼ 0.7c and b0 ¼ 30� .
table, there are no obvious difference on power coefficient with
reducing the time-step size. Considering the significant increased
computational timewith small time-step, 0.5deg/step is used in the
present simulations. As to the various turbulence models tested,
realizable keε model obtains the closest result to validated case
among three turbulence models tested.
3.2. Mechanism of flow control by fixed and oscillating flap

Before a systematic parametric study is performed on a VATT
with the fixed and oscillating blade, the study on a potential effi-
ciency improvement by the properly flow control mechanism
through the use of fixed and oscillating flap is carefully conducted
under several flow and turbine geometric conditions. A specific
case, with tip speed ratio l ¼ 1.572, is used to present our results
below. Detailed discussion on the power coefficient, instantaneous
momentum coefficient, lift coefficient and vortex contours are
presented and compared among three different turbines, i.e. full
blade turbine, fixed flap turbine with g ¼ 30�, w ¼ 0.03c and
L ¼ 0.7c and oscillating flap turbine with g ¼ 30�, w ¼ 0.03c and
L ¼ 0.7c and oscillating amplitude of b0 ¼ 30�.

The time-mean power coefficient (Cp), maximum momentum
coefficient (Cm), maximum lift coefficient (Cl) and blade surface
flow separation point are summarized in Table 5 for the comparison
among three turbines tested. It is seen from this table that, the
turbine with oscillating flap reaches a maximum time-mean power
coefficient among three turbines, which is about as much as 2.31
times of full blade and 1.22 times of fixed flap blade. Examinations
on the instantaneous Cm and Cl variation in one revolution (shown
in Figs. 8 and 9) indicate that this is attributed to the increased Cm
Fig. 11. Blade surface pressure coefficient distribution at l ¼ 1.572 (a) q ¼ 30� (blade
1); (b) q ¼ 270�(blade 3).



Fig. 12. Comparison of vortex contour within one revolution for slotted fixed and oscillating flap at l ¼ 1.572 with g ¼ 30�; w ¼ 0.03c; L ¼ 0.7c. (a) t/Tturb ¼ 5/12, fixed flap; (b) t/
Tturb ¼ 6/12 fixed flap (c) t/Tturb ¼ 7/12, fixed flap; (d) t/Tturb ¼ 5/12, oscillating flap; (e) t/Tturb ¼ 6/12, oscillating flap; (f) t/Tturb ¼ 7/12, oscillating flap. For oscillating flap, the
amplitude is b0 ¼ 30� .

Table 6
Summary of numerical cases for fixed flap.

Slot angle
(deg)

Slot
width

Slot
location

Flap angle
(deg)

Slot angle effect 15 0.03c 0.7c 0
30
60

Slot width effect 30 0.02c 0.7c 0
0.03c
0.04c

Slot location effect 30 0.03c 0.6c 0
0.7c
0.8c

Flap angle effect 30 0.03c 0.7c �30
�15

0
15
30
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and Cl peak values at instantaneous time of 0.5Ttub. It is obvious
from the fact that for a lift-driven turbine, increasing blade lift force
can lead to the enhancement of overall turbine torque and energy
extraction.

The impact of slotted blade with a fixed or oscillating flap on the
flow structure can be also seen from the vortex contour plots in
Fig. 10(a)e(c). With a full blade, the development of flow boundary
layer along the blades at azimuthal angle of 30�, 150� and 270�

(blade 1e3) are clearly seen. At azimuthal angle of 30� (blade 1), the
boundary layer detaches from the blade at about half of the chord
length. When the blade rotates to 270� position (blade 3), several
large vortices are observed due to the strong flow separation at
large angle of attack, leading to the dynamic stall of turbine and
as a consequence a diminish in energy harnessing efficiency. In
contrast, the vortices contour associated with the slotted turbine
blade, plotted in Fig. 10(b), shows the attached flow along the
blade at azimuthal angle of 30� and a lessened flow separation
range at 270� without the remarkable large vortices shedding in the
wake of blade 3, which happens with the full blade. The boundary
layer separation point delays from 0.7c with full blade to 0.967c for
fixed flap slotted blade as shown in Table 5.
It is well known that the difference in pressure between the
blade’s upper and lower surface is the source of blade lift force and
this constitutes an important part to the moment coefficient.
Enhancement on the blade lift force can also increase the blade



Fig. 13. Slot angle effect on instantaneous blade momentum coefficient and time-
averaged power coefficient. (w ¼ 0.03c, L ¼ 0.7c and b ¼ 0�) (a) Instantaneous blade
moment coefficient against turbine azimuthal angle; (b) Time-averaged power coef-
ficient against tip speed ratio.

Fig. 14. Slot width effect on instantaneous blade momentum coefficient and time-
averaged power coefficient. (l ¼ 1.572; g ¼ 30�; L ¼ 0.7c) (a) Instantaneous blade
moment coefficient against turbine azimuthal angle; (b) Time-averaged power coef-
ficient against tip speed ratio.

Fig. 15. Slot location effect on instantaneous blade momentum coefficient and time-
averaged power coefficient. (g ¼ 30� , w ¼ 0.03c, and b ¼ 0�) (a) Instantaneous blade
moment coefficient against turbine azimuthal angle; (b) Time-averaged power coef-
ficient against tip speed ratio.
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torque relative to rotor, and the energy extraction capability of
a lift-driven turbine. Fig. 11(a) and (b) compare the blade top and
bottom wall pressure distribution for full and slotted blade asso-
ciated with blade 1 and 3 shown in Fig. 10(a) and (b). It is seen that,
a significant pressure difference between blade top and bottom
walls occurs near the leading edge area, followed by a decreasing
trend along blade surface. This is true for both full and slotted
blades. However, a second peak occurs with a slotted blade near x/
c ¼ 0.6e0.7, which is attributed to the boundary layer re-
development due to the slot. It is believed that such (second)
peak plays a profound role on the increase of time-mean pressure
difference for a slotted blade as compared to full blade. This is
especially true when the blade rotates to the 270deg position.

We have discussed above the comparison between full blade
and slotted blade with a fixed flap. A further investigation on the
difference between a fixed flap and oscillating flap is carried out.
The time-mean power coefficient shown in Table 5 indicates an
improved energy extraction performance by using an oscillating
flap. The increased instantaneous peak lift and momentum coeffi-
cients presented in Table 5 could be the reason for such an
enhancement. Apart from this, further examination on the snap-
shots of instantaneous vortex contours within one revolution in
Fig. 12 reveals some specific flow features.

Fig. 12(a)e(f) compare the vortex contour for the turbines with
a slotted fixed and oscillating flap at three different azimuthal
angles. It can be seen that, with a fixed flap, a long wake tail
characterizing with a Karman vortices generates as the blades
rotate, which results in a strong vortex interaction between two
adjacent blades. This becomes more obvious when the blade
locates at azimuthal angle of 90�. However, with an oscillating



Fig. 16. Flap angle effect on instantaneous blade momentum coefficient and time-
averaged power coefficient. (g ¼ 30� , w ¼ 0.03c, and L ¼ 0.7c) (a) Instantaneous
blade moment coefficient against turbine azimuthal angle; (b) Time-averaged power
coefficient against tip speed ratio.

Fig. 17. Oscillating flap amplitude effect on instantaneous blade momentum coefficient
and time-averaged power coefficient. (g ¼ 30� , w ¼ 0.03c, L ¼ 0.7c and n ¼ 3) (a)
Instantaneous blade moment coefficient against turbine azimuthal angle; (b) Time-
averaged power coefficient against tip speed ratio.
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blade as shown in Fig. 12(d)e(f), the long wake tail is broken down
by the periodic motion of oscillating flap, and vortex shedding from
the upstream blade is quickly “thrown” away fromwake leading to
theweak vortexeblade interaction. This phenomenon is believed to
suppress the top and bottom blade wall pressure difference
declining trend, and ensure the blade lift force is sustained at
a large level.

Based on above preliminary study on flow control mechanism
from one specific case study, a systematic parametric study is
further carried out with a series of variations on fixed and oscil-
lating flap parameters. Computed results are presented in Section
3.3 for the fixed flap and 3.4 for the oscillating flap, respectively.
3.3. Slotted fixed flap parameters

Table 6 provides a summary of themain cases that are simulated
in this section. These include a detailed investigation on the slot
angle, width, location and fixed flap angle influences.

3.3.1. Slot angle
The investigation of slot angle effect is carried out for three

different values, which are 15�, 30� and 60� at the slot width of
Table 7
Summary of numerical cases for oscillating flap.

Slot angle
(deg)

Slot
width

Slot
location

Oscillating
amplitude (deg)

Revolution
ratio (n)

Oscillating flap
amplitude effect

30 0.03c 0.7c 0 3
15
30

Revolution ratio effect 30 0.03c 0.7c 15 1
1.5
3

0.03c, slot location of 0.7c and flap angle of 0�. Fig. 13(a) shows the
effect of slot angle on the instantaneous blade moment coefficient
Cm. As seen from this figure, within an azimuthal angle from 0� to
60�, no apparent difference is observed on the blade moment
coefficient for various blades studied here. A decreasing trend in Cm
is shown within an azimuthal angle changing from 60� to 100�.
Further increasing the azimuthal angle from 100� to 240�, a signif-
icant difference in Cm appears for full blade and slotted blade. The
blade with 60� slot angle exhibits the largest peak Cm at about
q ¼ 183�, which is about twice of the peak Cm for full blade.

The comparison of various blades on the time-mean power
coefficient variation with tip speed ratio is plotted in Fig. 13(b). As
seen that, in comparison with full blade, the slotted blade covers
a wider range of speed ratios at which the turbine remains as the
largest power coefficient. The tip speed ratio to reach the peak
power coefficient is also increased from l ¼ 1.04 to l ¼ 1.36. With
regard to the low speed ratio range (l < 0.8), the deviation among
all blades could be neglected.

Above observations indicate that, the slot effect plays a signifi-
cant role on the turbine performance at high speed ratioswhere the
large boundary layer (BL) separation presents near the blade
surface. Delaying this BL separation by using slot blade is therefore
delaying the occurrence of dynamic stall to a higher speed ratio,
and as a consequence leaving the turbine at a higher power
extraction level within a much wider range speed ratio as
compared to full blade.

3.3.2. Slot width
The influence of slot width on the instantaneous moment

coefficient is shown in Fig. 14(a). The general trend of Cm versus the
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azimuthal angle (q) curve is similar to that in Fig. 13(a), i.e., the
apparent difference among full and slotted blade exists from
q ¼ 120�e240� and minor discrepancy occurs between q ¼ 240�e
330�. The peak Cm jumps from 0.15 to 0.3 at q ¼ 180� when a slot
is cut at 0.7 chord length from the leading edge. The comparison
on various slot widths influence indicates that an intermediate
width (w ¼ 0.03c) is preferred in order to reach an optimal
performance improvement. This is also well reflected from
Fig. 14(b), where the time-averaged power coefficient against tip
speed ratios is plotted. As it is seen from Fig. 14(b), the tip speed
ratio to achieve the maximum power coefficient (Cp) extends from
l ¼ 1.04 to l ¼ 1.30 if a slotted blade is used.

3.3.3. Slot location
From our previous discussion on the vortex contour in Section

3.2, it is known that the near wall blade boundary layer separation
is well developed near 2/3 chord length. To control BL separation
properly, the slot is expected to be cut around this area. The
investigation on the slot location is performed for three slot posi-
tions of L ¼ 0.6c, 0.7c and 0.8c. Fig. 15(a) shows the instantaneous
blade moment coefficient against azimuthal angle (q) for full blade
and slotted blade with various slot locations. As expected, the blade
with slot location of 0.7c obtains the largest Cm peak at the
azimuthal angle of 180�, which is about twice of that obtained with
full blade. The time-averaged power coefficients with different slot
locations are compared in Fig. 15(b) along with full blade. It can be
seen that, as compared to the turbine with full blades, the best slot
location is observed at L ¼ 0.7c, which increases the peak Cp from
Fig. 18. Comparison of vortex contour for an oscillating flap blade with oscillating amplitude
and b0 ¼ 15�; (b) t/Tturb ¼ 5/12 and b0 ¼ 15�; (c) t/Tturb ¼ 6/12 and b0 ¼ 15�; (d) t/Tturb ¼ 4
0.4 to 0.45 and it also increases the speed ratio to attain this value
as well.

3.3.4. Flap angle
With regard to the slot, apart from the slot angle, width and

location discussed above, the flap angle is another important
parameter as depicted in Fig. 1. A zero flap angle represents the
fixed flap part being align with the main blade part without any
bending. A positive flap angle represents the flap being bent
towards to the lower side of the blade while a negative flap angle
indicates the flap bent towards to the upper side of the blade. Five
flap angles with b changing from �30� to þ30� are investigated.

The comparison on the instantaneous momentum coefficient
and time-mean power coefficient for various flap angles are plotted
in Fig. 16(a) and (b), respectively. As seen from both figures, using
a fixed flap generally increases the peck Cm at q ¼ 180� and extends
the large power coefficient to a wider range of speed ratio. This is
irrespective of whether the flap angle is positive, negative or zero.
However, the best performance to enhance turbine energy extrac-
tion is achieved by using the flap with a zero angle. Bending flap
either up or down relative to the blade front part diminishes the
above improvement. This is expectable as the large flow separation
occurs due to the sudden/sharp changing of blade surface stream-
linewhen the flap is bent up or down, which is similar to the classic
back-step problem. Associated with this strong flow separation, the
lift force will decrease and drag force will increase, leading to the
decayed turbine performance. Such negative effect becomes more
profound especially when turbine operates at low speed ratio
of b0 ¼ 15� and b0 ¼ 30� (l ¼ 2.2; g ¼ 30�; w ¼ 0.03c; L ¼ 0.7c; n ¼ 3) (a) t/Tturb ¼ 4/12
/12 and b0 ¼ 30�; (e) t/Tturb ¼ 5/12 and b0 ¼ 30�; (f) t/Tturb ¼ 6/12 and b0 ¼ 30� .



Fig. 19. Oscillating flap frequency effect on instantaneous blade momentum coefficient
and time-averaged power coefficient. (g ¼ 30� , w ¼ 0.03c, L ¼ 0.7c and b0 ¼ 15�) (a)
Instantaneous blade moment coefficient against turbine azimuthal angle; (b) Time-
averaged power coefficient against tip speed ratio.
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(l< 1.2). As displayed from Fig.16(b), at a fixed speed ratio less than
1.2, adding fixed blade with a non-zero flap angle evenworsens the
turbine performance.

3.4. Oscillating flap parameters

The investigation of an oscillating flap influence on the turbine
power performance is a further step study adopting the idea of
slotted blade. The motion of the flap is defined in Eq. (1). As seen
from the flap motion defined in Eq. (1), there are two parameters
which influence the oscillating flap motion, i.e. the amplitude b0
and the oscillating frequency, the latter is determined by the
revolution ratio n. The study on the influence of flap motion on
power extraction is therefore concentrated on these two parame-
ters. Detailed information for various cases tested are summarized
in Table 7.

3.4.1. Oscillating amplitude
The effect of oscillating amplitude on the instantaneousmoment

coefficient and time-mean power coefficient are shown in Fig. 17(a)
and (b) for a comparison among the full blade, fixed flap blade
(b0 ¼ 0�) and an oscillating flap blade (b0 s 0�). It is evident that an
oscillating flap enhances the turbine performance as compared to
a fixed flap blade turbine or a full blade turbine. It can also be seen
that the bladewith the amplitude of 15� displays thewidest largeCm
region which covers the azimuthal angle from 145� to 200�. The
high moment coefficient region becomes smaller when the flap
oscillating amplitude increases from15� to 30�. Themaximum Cm of
0.28 is also achieved for a blade with the amplitude of 15�, which is
about 12.98% times that of a bladewith fixed flap.With regard to the
time-mean power coefficient shown in Fig. 17(b), an increase of
23.72% Cp, as compared to fixed flap, is achievable with oscillating
flap at 15� amplitude. As it is mentioned in Section 3.2, the flow
control mechanism associated with an oscillating flap is related to
the breakdown of vortex tail in the downstream wake of rotating
blade. In addition, from our discussion on the flap angle effect in
Section 3.3.4, it should also be noted that changing actual blade
streamline via the use of fixed flap with non-zero flap angle is not
beneficial to the boundary layer separation control. Using an oscil-
lating flap resembles to adopting a flap with non-zero flap angle in
terms of varying the actual blade streamlinewith a periodicmotion.
Therefore, to achieve a best performance, optimal oscillating
amplitude is desiredwithwhich the vortexwake is properly broken
down while the blade streamline is not significantly altered. A
comparison on vortex contour for the oscillating flaps with ampli-
tude of 15� and 30� are shown in Fig.18(a)e(f). Clearly revealed from
these figures that, the vortex interaction between two rotating
blades becomes more chaotic and complicated with increasing
oscillating amplitude from 15� to 30�, which is not an attractive
feature in the search for a better performance turbine.

3.4.2. Oscillating frequency
The frequency of oscillating flap is another key parameter for the

turbine with an oscillating flap blade. Based on Eqs. (1) and (2), the
frequency is controlled by the revolution ratio n. There are three
different revolution ratios tested in the present study which are 1.0,
1.5 and 3.0. Fig. 19(a) illustrates the instantaneous moment coeffi-
cient, which shows the differentiation on peak Cm for various
oscillating frequency. The maximum Cm of 0.36 is observed when
the flap oscillates at the same speed as that of blade rotating speed
(n ¼ 1.0). Increasing the flap revolution ratio from 1.0 to 1.5, the
peak Cm and the width of the high Cm region remain the same but
with an additional phase lag. Further increasing the flap revolution
ratio from 1.5 to 3.0, the peak Cm drops while a slightly increased
high Cm region is observable. In general, the effect of revolution
ratio (n) on the Cm distribution and magnitude could be ignored.
This is also indicated from Fig. 19(b) where the time-mean power
coefficients are compared for fixed flap, oscillating flap with
varying n and full blade.

4. Conclusions

In this study, a new concept via the use of a fixed and oscillating
flap to moderate the traditional H-shaped VATT blade is proposed.
By a systematic numerical modeling investigation, the potential
benefit to improve the VATT energy extraction efficiency is
explored. Simulation results indicate that the fixed and oscillating
flap techniques indeed enhance the VATT performance signifi-
cantly, especially at large tip speed ratio, where the boundary layer
separation dominates the flow. In addition, it is found that an
oscillating flap presents a better performance than that of a fixed
flap. The parametric study performed provides the optimal geom-
etry parameters under the real operating conditions. For a fixed flap
blade, these include a slot angle of 60�, slot width of 0.03c, slot
location at 0.7c. With an oscillating flap, additional parameters
include the oscillating amplitude of 15� and the revolution ratio of
1.5. With the above parameters, the peak power coefficient (Cp)
rises about 28% relative to the full blade turbine and the thread
shed of tip speed ratio at which the Cp exhibits decaying trend
increases about 43% as well. Examination on the flow details
around the rotating blade indicates that the dynamic stall associ-
ated with turbine blade at large AOA is effectively delayed with the
use of fixed blade. With an oscillating flap, it provides one addi-
tional influence on reducing the blade wake vortex interaction.
Both of the above two factors are beneficial in order to increase the
blade lift coefficient, momentum coefficient and thus the overall
efficiency of turbine.
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